International seminar of value based life in Kovai
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Sadhguru inaugurated an international conference on Simhastha Mahakumbh in Bhopal on Saturday. It was organised by Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chauhan.

"The land that lies between Himalayas and Indu Sagara is Hindu. This is a geographical identity. These two geographical features protected us from attacks. Since the land was rich and rivers were plenty, we had the freedom to turn inward," said Sadhguru at the MP Vidhan Sabha Bhawan, Bhopal.

He said that if we display equanimity within ourselves, we will be the most sought after nation in 20 years because this will be the biggest challenge for the rest of the world. "When it comes to the inner mechanics, no culture has looked at it with the profoundness of this culture."

The international seminar is being conducted from April 17 to 19, as a conceptual event of the MP government. The conference includes sessions on fundamentals, totality and universality of values in education, profession, family, society, healthcare, mass media, administration, governance, public life and their concepts and practices, by experts from country and abroad.
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